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Among prestigious known artists that we have, the maestro behind them were our teachers, they have the greatest masterpiece to mankind. Do you want to know how great as an artist our teachers are?

The best example for you to visualize how good they are was yourself, try to have a picture in mind how would be your being nor existence if you haven’t met any teacher to mold your mind, sculpt your attitude and paint your personality?

If that was the case you might be who you are now, for sure you will remain innocent of all aspects in life, maybe you may not know the mere reason why you have existed in this world. As our Creator sent us in this life, he made our parents with the help of our teachers to form and guide us to the path that we have to take to be a model citizen and their living work of art.

From a blank slate watching impressionable minds turn on to new ideas is what truly represents the real art of teaching. Educators face a constantly changing setting, one that is shaped by emerging trends, social media influences and uncontrolled environmental factors. And yet through it all they adapt, they improvise and they overcome all in an effort to teach.

Not everyone received enough resources to aid their instructional materials for the students to visualize what is being discussed, teachers are good innovators and in making junks into crafts just to sustain what he have to give nor sacrifice for his masterpiece.
In all of its traditional and emerging forms, it is this spirit, this art of teaching that we seek to encourage, foster and celebrate. Because we believe that the true center of learning doesn’t just happen in the brain, but it is found in the heart.

Teachers have too many works of art, in which each of us were their product. I may not be significantly like you but as an artist’s trademark we have our common denominator. Among any other medium of art, our teachers have the most challenging. Imagine they are dealing with our heart and mind 8 hours a day, 5 days a week for about a minimum of 16 years and a maximum of 25 years in the making just to have us as their living masterpiece.
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